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Social Distancing 
Solutions.

TECNACARE



As leading experts within the 
events industry, Tecna UK saw an 
opportunity to expand its offering, 
and supply a range of customisable 
solutions to support social 
distancing.

Dedicated
project

managers

In-house
manufacturing

Extensive
product
range

Ongoing
after-sales

support

Large 
stock 

availability

For the past 13 years, Tecna UK has been solving problems and exceeding expectations, providing
a unique, high-quality product and service to its partners. Utilising T3, the world’s most versatile

modular display system, Tecna UK has been delivering years of
standout display solutions.

800+ Projects

2000+2000+ Sanitiser Units

4000+ Desk Dividers

Designed and Delivered in 2020:

We Make it Happen.
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Research & 
Development
With a strong history in designing and delivering 
complete large-scale exhibition solutions, Tecna 
UK has used its experience and knowledge of T3 
to research, test, and manufacture a range of 
social distancing solutions. Bringing together key 
attention to detail, collaboration, and a dedicated 
multidisciplinary team, Tecna UK has created a 
set of industry-leading products, offered with an 
unparalleled service.

Manufactured
in the UK

Multidisciplinary
team

Fully researched 
& tested
products

Comprehensive
production facilities

Design Build Deliver
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Unique Products

Completely Customisable
All products within the range are completely customisable. Choose from a 
selection of additional extras, print or branding, materials, and sizing to create 
the product you desire. From an initial idea, Tecna UK can produce a complete 
bespoke solution, to fit seamlessly within your chosen environment. 

Products are
100% recyclable
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Antimicrobial Coating Service

Apply an added layer of defence to create safer and cleaner environments.

Our revolutionary Antimicrobial coating can be 
applied to a wide range of surfaces, successfully 
tested to protect against harmful viruses and 
bacteria.

Equipped with active technology that bonds 
to surfaces, the Antimicrobial coating leaves 
no discolouration. Once applied and dried, the 
coating forms an invisible layer of ‘nanospikes’, 
that penetrate and destroy viruses and bacteria 
it comes into contact with.

ISO 21702
BS EN 14476
CERTIFIED

Our entire range of social distancing 
products are now available with our 
Antimicrobial coating, to provide 
an extra level of protection for your 
environment.



Invisible
Contains
no heavy

metals

Water-
based

Proven
formula

Colour &
odourless

Effective
for up to 
90 days!

Invisible, long-lasting protection
This coating creates an inhospitable surface, inhibiting the growth of bacteria 
and viruses. Its longevity combined with active technology, makes it a cost-
effective solution for long-term protection.  

Better than standard antibacterial coatings 
Unlike other antibacterial solutions, our Antimicrobial coating bonds to 
surfaces and begins to destroy various microbes as soon as they come into 
contact.

Applied by our certified technicians 
Our team of experts will apply the Antimicrobial coating either before leaving 
our warehouse, or alternatively, on your site to existing products and surfaces.
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Reinforce social distancing without compromising productivity Reinforce social distancing without compromising productivity 
or brand with Tecna UK’s range of desk dividers. Great for use or brand with Tecna UK’s range of desk dividers. Great for use 
between desks and workstations to separate and protect between desks and workstations to separate and protect 
individuals.individuals.

Desk Dividers

Over 4000
Sold!

All prices inc. VAT*



from £111.60*

from £84.00*

from £28.20*

L-Shape Divider

Acrylic Desk Dividers

Get in touch for your bespoke acrylic 
solution - 01932 570 770

The acrylic only desk dividers can be customised with a 
comprehensive range of bespoke finishes, to achieve the 
best results for your environment.

Custom Sizing

Straight Divider

Custom Sizing

U-Shape Divider

Custom Sizing

Secure fixings

Bespoke curves

Now available in our Antimicrobial coating!TECNACARE
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Custom Sizing

L-Shape Divider

Straight Divider
what are we putting here?

Cable
management

Coloured framework 
options

Custom sizes &
branding

T3 Desk Dividers
750mm x 212mm x 750mm

750mm x 750mm x 750mm

1000mm x 750mm x 750mm   

1200mm x 750mm x 750mm

Custom Sizing

U-Shape Divider
750mm x 750mm x 750mm

1000mm x 750mm x 750mm   

1200mm x 750mm x 750mm

Custom Sizing
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Muscles not
included

from £269.00*

from £189.00*

from £109.00*



“Only 14 days after our initial conversation, Tecna UK had 
designed, manufactured, and installed over 300 desk 
dividers, 50 acrylic wheeled partitions, and 70 sanitiser 
stations.” - Danny Brooks, VHR Recruitment

Professional installation

Reconfigure & repurpose
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from £70.00
with acrylic

Desk Clamp

750mm x 750mm

1000mm x 750mm

1200mm x 750mm

1400mm x 750mm

Clear 
acrylic
panel

Desk

Desk clamp

Designed to attach to the edge of desks and tables, 
the Desk Clamp is ideal for providing a safety barrier 
between existing workstations. 

Suitable for all desk types and compatible with a wide 
range of substrates. 

Next day delivery

Personalise with print

Simple to install

Height Width Clamps Inc. RRP £*

750mm 550mm 2 £50.00

750mm 750mm 2 £65.00

750mm 1000mm 2 £70.00

750mm 1200mm 2 £75.00

750mm 1400mm 3 £112.50
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Clear 
acrylic
panel

Existing
divider

Desk
clamp

Divider Clamp
The Divider Clamp has been designed to seamlessly 
attach to the top of existing dividers, of any material 
and thickness. An easy-to-use product for a temporary 
barrier solution. 

Use the Divider Clamp to work around your existing 
office features!

Bespoke sizes

Easy clean
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Contact us for your office and 
desk solutions - 01932 570 770

Height Width Clamps Inc. RRP £*

350mm 550mm 2 £35.00

350mm 750mm 2 £40.00

350mm 1000mm 2 45.00

350mm 1200mm 2 £50.00

350mm 1400mm 3 £65.00



Partitions
Create zoning, walkways, partitions, and semi-private Create zoning, walkways, partitions, and semi-private 
workspaces with safety barriers, great for breaking up workspaces with safety barriers, great for breaking up 
open-plan spaces. The modular capabilities of T3 make open-plan spaces. The modular capabilities of T3 make 
it easy to repurpose and reconfigure as required.it easy to repurpose and reconfigure as required.

Tried &
Tested!

All prices inc. VAT*



Custom Sizing

Full Height 
Clear

T3 Partitions
1000mm x 2000mm x 250mm

Available in a range of finishes, T3 partitions are great 
for a variety of applications. Brand and personalise your 
walling to design your space with a selection of materials, 
print and sizing.

Quick and easy to repurpose over time!

Custom Sizing

Clear/Solid
Split
1000mm x 2000mm x 250mm

Custom Sizing

Printed PVC & 
Fabric
1000mm x 2000mm x 250mm

Heavy-duty 
feet

Choose from a wide 
range of substrates

Seamless
integration

Now available in our Antimicrobial coating!TECNACAREfrom £195.00*

from £171.00*

from £172.00*
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T3 Partitions

Try with wheels!Easy to build

Choose from a range of standard sizing and materials 
below. Alternatively, combine multiple sizes to create a 
unique configuration. Do not hesitate to contact us if 
you’re looking for a custom solution.

Use fabric to pack down and 
transport with ease

Maintain visibility 
& encourage interaction by using 

clear acrylic

Add a split to incorporate 
branding or colourCustom Sizing

Custom Sizing

Half Screens

Foambard Wall

from £149.00*

from £164.00*

See the full range of partitions on
the Tecna UK shop...



“Tecna UK was quick to offer an extensive range of 
COVID-19 safety products using the T3 system. As usual, 
customer support was excellent, lead times short, and all 
at great prices.” - Richard Braddick, RB Design & Display LtdPersonalise with print

Wide range of colours

Seamless integration
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Protection Screens
Where face-to-face contact is unavoidable, use Where face-to-face contact is unavoidable, use 
protection screens to reduce risk, without compromising protection screens to reduce risk, without compromising 
human interaction.human interaction.

Free
Design

Service!

All prices inc. VAT*



The protection screen range is fully customisable, allowing 
for seamless integration, whilst also meeting your visual 
requirements. The Tecna UK team can complete a full site 
survey, offering advice and tailored options to create a 
bespoke solution that works for you.

No design too complex

Works around your space

Suitable for all environments

Now available in our Antimicrobial coating!TECNACARE
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Sanitiser Units &
Thermal Devices

2000+
Sold!

All prices inc. VAT*



Sanitiser Units are effective in providing multiple disinfectant 
points to prepare, protect, and reduce risk. With a range of 
customisable options, you can create a sanitiser unit that 
suits your space.

Automatic or manual
dispenser

Customisable
signage

Heavy-duty
steel base plate

Sanitiser Units

Manual Automatic

1L Capacity In stock now!

Range of 
accessories 
available

Now available in our Antimicrobial coating!

TECNACARE

From
Just

£149.99!*
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The Thermal Camera offers 
advanced technology to monitor 
body temperature within seconds. 
Available with a variety of 
customisable options and features, 
to ensure the protection of staff
and customers.

Plug and play

£2,099* £2,199*

Camera only. With dispenser.

We’re really impressed with how 
advanced and easy to use this product 
is. It recognises our faces, even if we’re 
wearing masks! 

It has been so useful in our busy 
workplace. There are more features that 
we’re still yet to try out. But the best 
part is that we can just plug it in and it is 
ready to use!

“

“

Danny Brooks - CEO, VHR Recruitment

More than just a cameraThermal Camera
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Completely
Customisable
Have total control with the 
customisable on-screen display 
and sound cues. 

Face & Mask 
Recognition
The facial recognition feature 
lets you monitor and register 
faces, even if wearing a mask.

Advanced
Features
Choose from a selection of 
advanced features for complete 
protection.  



The high accuracy Automatic Thermometer has built-in 
motion and infrared sensors, to enable quick and easy 
temperature checking. Available as a standalone product, 
with the option to mount to a heavy-duty post. 

Automatic Thermometer
Available with an
automatic or 
manual dispenser

Wired or battery 
powered operation

Range of 
accessories 
available

Heavy-duty
steel baseplate

Personalise 
with colour

Wall Mounted

See the full range of thermal devices on 
the shop: www.t3.systems

Freestanding
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From
Just

£199.99!*



Available with an
automatic or 
manual dispenser

Find the Flat Pack Dispenser
Unit: www.t3.systems

For the ultimate hands-free solution, the automatic Flat 
Pack Dispenser Unit is simple to install for quick use! A cost-
effective, tools-free solution for both indoor and outdoor 
application.  Completely customisable with your own print or 
branding.

Flat Pack Dispenser Unit

Drip shelf 
available

Transport with ease

Automatic  
dispenser with 
700ml capacity

Personalise with 
colour or branding

Flat pack for easy shipping

£119!*
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See the full range of sanitiser
units: www.t3.sytems

Desktop Sanitiser Units

Desktop 
Dispenser

Flat Pack 
Desktop 
Dispenser

Custom Artwork

Custom Artwork

from £79.99* 

from £69.99* 
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The Desktop Dispenser range allows you to quickly 
implement sanitisation points on tables, desks, 
worktops, and workstations. Available in white 
as standard, with the option to customise with 
standout colours and branding. 



Have You Thought About?

Floor Stickers
Custom Sizing

Custom Artwork

Lollipop Signs
Indoor/ Outdoor Use

High Impact

TouchSafe
Door Pads
Anti-Microbial

Easy Install

Manual
Dispenser
Wall Mounted

1L Capacity

Automatic
Dispenser
Wall Mounted

Batteries Included

5L Sanitiser
Gel

from £17.99*

from £79.99* 

from £8.04* 

RRP £34.99*

RRP £59.99*

RRP £34.99*
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Tecna UK designed and delivered a range of social
distancing solutions at 7 large-scale call centres, for the 
North West Ambulance. 

Case Study - March 2020

 

It was a unique and challenging project, with 
a quick turnaround. Both Tecna UK and North 
West Ambulance were incredibly pleased with 
the overall result.

600+ Custom desk solutions 

Unique design, sizes and configurations

“

“

George Green, Account Manager - Tecna UK
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In just 2 weeks, Tecna UK designed, manufactured, 
and installed a range of bespoke protection 
screening and desk divider products for TSB Bank. 

Case Study - April 2020

500+  Desk Dividers

6  UK Sites

2  Week Turnaround 
Comprehensive install including cafes & reception areas
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Case Study - September 2020

TecnaCare worked closely with Puregym to install a 
range of protective screens at various gyms across 
the UK. Utilising our in-depth knowledge, we created 
a premium, branded, bespoke solution, offering both 
longevity and durability, to perfectly suit the unique 
challenges of a gym site within a rapid time frame. 

34  Sites across the UK

501  Screens delivered 

FarehamSouthampton

Hayes



1. Site Survey

2. Design

3. Installation

Case Study - June 2020

 

Our ideas were transferred into an outstanding 
installation because Tecna UK listened to what 
we wanted and guided us with their technical 
knowledge of the product.

“
“

Stephen O’Halloran, NHS Omnia Practice

Following a full site survey, Tecna UK created a large, curved, 
reception screen for The Omnia Practice. The bespoke              
cut-outs were incorporated into the design to maintain customer 
interaction, whilst also achieving a seamless integration. 
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Project Examples
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Get in Touch Now!
01932 570 770
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Take advantage of Tecna UK’s range of downloadable content and online resources. 
Whether you need a helping hand along the way, want to keep up to date with 

the latest advancements, or want to strengthen your work with Tecna UK, there is 
something for everyone, just take a look!

Downloadable Content
Want to Find Out More?

1. Risk
Assesment

2. Online
Shop

3. Tecna UK
Website

4. Social 
Media

Download your 
FREE interactive risk 
assessment template 
here, covering all 
your basic COVID-19 
precautions. 

Get in touch!

Ready to make a quick 
purchase? Browse the 
entire range of social 
distancing products, 
all at the click of 
a button!

t3.systems

The Tecna UK website 
is the main hub for all 
key resources! Packed 
with galleries, case 
studies, and lots more 
unmissable content.

www.tecnauk.com

Keep up to date with 
fresh content, exciting 
images, and new 
products, all on 
Tecna UK’s social 
media channels.

@TecnaUK

@t3tecnauk

@Tecna UK Ltd

@T3_Systems

@Tecna UK Ltd

TECNACARE


